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PRESS RELEASE

Nice to know!
• For indoor use. 

• Big Lebow is available in anthracite, banana yellow and light grey. 

•  Material: powdercoated steel and aluminum.

• Dimensions: 234.2 x 186.4 x 64.2 cm. 

• Weight: 40 kg.

•  Dimmable.

•  Adjustable light.

•  Two Big Lebow’s can be combined together with a merch connector set to make a complete arch.

BIG LEBOW 
Unexpected meetings on the street are always the best. And Big 
Lebow brings that outdoor spontaneity inside. This powerful arch 
lamp will brighten up your day, wherever you are in the house. 

Here’s the story
It doesn’t matter where you put it – by your dining table, couch, above a meeting table, wherever – Big 
Lebow will bend over forwards like a quirky streetlamp, � ooding every place with ambiance. This arch 
lamp was designed with Dutch design duo Kranen/Gille, who collaborated with Fatboy before on Bakkes, 
the all-in-one side table and planter.

Big on atmosphere
With Big Lebow, Fatboy is taking indoor lighting to the 
next level – 2.34 meters high, to be exact. While the arch of most 
standing lamps is secondary to the shade, Big Lebow’s arch makes a powerful 
statement. The arch, like its heavy foot, is made of powder-coated steel. Soft light, generated 
by its matte white LED lights, is re� ected by adjustable aluminum caps. They seem to � oat, giving the 
impression that the caps are rising along the arch. Beautiful, but functional too. 

Tone it down
Big Lebow has been designed to brighten up your life, for many years. It’s sleek, strong and thought out, in every detail. The switch, 
for example, looks like a quiz button. Press it to turn the light on or o� ; turn it to make it dimmer. Big Lebow will bow down to you 
in anthracite, banana yellow or light grey. And if you want to make even more impact link two Big Lebows together and create an 
arch that’s 3.5 meters wide! 

Designing with Kranen/Gille 
Jos Kranen en Johannes Gille are constantly looking for the next design classic. Like Fatboy, they love developing archetypical, 
powerful designs rooted in the heart of a product. In addition to being kindred spirits with Fatboy, they are also neighbors. Their 
studio in ‘s-Hertogenbosch (NL) is just a stone’s throw from Fatboy’s headquarters. Kranen and Gille: “A chance meeting outside, 

under a streetlamp, is doubly satisfying. It’s spontaneous and not contrived and we wanted to bring that same sensation inside. The 
way we see it, Big Lebow is typical Kranen/Gille - and typical Fatboy.”
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